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Bio Green – our mission

Bio Green is the provider of innovative and effective products  
centred on successful gardening. We share in the hobby gardener’s 
appreciation and excitement for the garden and its plants. In every 
season, we’re here to help you to create ideal growing conditions 
and to nurture the plants in your garden.
 
Bio Green – our vision

Bio Green is the reputable and reliable provider of innovative, high 
quality garden products to customers all over the world – in both 
local retail and online.
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Bio Green –  our principles:
 
1. Trust  Bio Green aims to gain the trust of hobby gardeners and we 
will justify this trust through our everyday actions.
 
2. Passion  Bio Green’s daily actions are driven by an unmatched 
passion and enthusiasm for gardening, plants and our commitment 
to hobby gardeners. This directly translates to innovations in the 
green market, as well as excellent product design and high quality 
of all our products.
 
3. Excellence  Bio Green is committed to delivering excellence to 
trading partners and hobby gardeners in everything we do.
 
4. Responsibility  Bio Green understands and fulfills all its responsibi-
lities to hobby gardeners, trading partners, contractors, employees, 
resources, recycling and the environment. 
 
5. Bio Green – how you benefit   At Bio Green, we take you and your 
passion for gardening seriously, and work hard to ensure that all our pro-
ducts meet or exceed your expectations, and help you to get more from your 
garden. Honest, trustworthy and resolutely committed to customer service, 
we treat all our customers with the respect they deserve, and aim to resolve 
any disputes quickly and fairly.

Chicago

3rd Party Logistics

Bio Green USA Inc.
2881 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007, United States
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The technology that we have developed 
ensures that the temperature is maintai-
ned reliably at a reasonable level with no 
energy-wasting temperature peaks in the 
greenhouse. The energy savings that are 
made are not due to half-hearted heating 
but to sensible use of the available energy.

Heating a greenhouse –  
the problem

To keep a greenhouse frost-free, the tem-
perature must remain above 32°F even in 
the corners. If the current of air does not 
reach there, then the temperature on the 
heater has to be really high, however, then 
a large proportion of the warmth goes up 
into the gable of the greenhouse, where it 
is not needed, while the corners may still 
dip down to minus temperatures. (see dia-
gram)

This is an unsatisfactory state of affairs, 
because heating energy is being wasted. 
In addition, there may be a significant 
temperature difference between when 
the heater switches on and off, especially 
with cheaper thermostats. This means if 
the thermostat has a switching differential 
of, for example, 43°F, then the greenhouse 
has to be heated up to 47°F if it is not to 
fall below the frost-free limit of 36°F be-
fore the heating switches on again auto-
matically (see diagram).Bio Green heaters 
avoid this unnecessary heating up by 

keeping the switching differential to a 
minimum, as can be seen from Diagram. 
This results in significant energy savings. 
This is why we as greenhouse specialists 
have developed a range of heaters which 
offer important advantages: High venti-
lation rate up to 14832.16 cft (460 m3/h) 
The fan setting. By using the fan setting, 
all the air in the greenhouse can be circu-
lated even in the summer season. With the 
window open and the fan on, the green-
house can be cooled down. Air circulation 
in the summer is also necessary for the 
pollination of many flowers.

PHOENIX 2.8 – 240V 
The gardeners choice

BioGreen greenhouse heating  
Lower input temperature and high  
ventilation ensures even heat distribution.

         Control curve for a high-quality thermostat     
         with a small temperature differential.

50°F

32°F

50°F

32°F

Traditional system  
High input temperature, little circulation, the 
heat rises and cold corners remain.  
         Control curve for a cheapthermostat     
         with a large temperature differntial.

50°F

32°F

50°F

32°F

NEW IN USA & CANADA
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GREENHOUSE HEATERS AND EQUIPMENT

The newly designed Phoenix is a high-
end "2 in 1" heater that’s perfect for 
both the cultivation of young plants, 
and for protecting them during the win-
ter months. With three output levels (1.0 
kW/3412 BTU, 1.8 kW/ 6149 BTU or 2.8 
kW/9554 BTU), the Phoenix provides 
great output, and delivers easy tempera-
ture control between 32 and 79°F cour-
tesy of a precision thermostat.

Manufactured from high quality rustproof 
steel, to the absolute highest standards, 
the Phoenix includes a quiet and power-
ful built-in fan for air and heat circulation 
that can be operated either on its own, or 

in conjunction with the heater. 
Flexible, dependable and easy to use, 
either on the floor, or fixed to the ceiling 
of the greenhouse, it’s a fantastic heater 
that will provide years of faithful service 
and plant protection to any keen gardener. 

GREENHOUSE HEATER  
       PHOENIX 2.8 kW -240V

Including chains 

for ceiling mounting

Precise capillary

thermostat

Spray waterproof

1000/1800/ 2800 W

3412 / 6149/ 9554 BTU

3NEW

PHOENIX 2.8 kW

Maximum 
heat output

2800 W / 9554 BTUs  
(three levels)

Fan power 53 W
Power  
conncetion 240V, 60Hz

Plug 3pin - earthed
Maximum  
power input 13 A

Achieved 
temperature 32-79 °F

Air circulation 14832.16 cft. (420 m3/h)
Dimensions 16 x 8.7 x 13“
Order-No. PHX 2.8/US
Barcode 5055320000006

      

NEMA 6-20P
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G
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GREENHOUSE HEATERS AND EQUIPMENT

Powerful, energy-effcient, compact and 
safe – Bio Green‘s new electronic fan 
heater, Palma, is a fantastic addition 
to your greenhouse, with it’s timeless 
design, stainless steel construction 
and solid build quality. Adaptable and 
effcient, the Palma is splash-proof and 
in addition to greenhouse use, it is also 
safe to use in damper rooms, like ga-
rages, basements, storage rooms, out-
buildings and workshops – it can even 
be used as an emergency heater if re-
quired!

GREENHOUSE HEATER  
PALMA 1.5 kW-5120 BTU 120 V

PALMA 1.5 kW  MANUEL

Maximum  
heat output 1500 W / 5.120 BTUs

Fan power 30 W
Power connection 120V, 60Hz
Pin 3pin - earthed
Maximum  
power input 10 A

Achieved  
temperature

32 to 185 °F (Manuel)
 -58 to 108 °F (Digital)

Air circulation 5756.3 cft (163 m3/h)
Dimension 11 x 8 x 12.5“
Order-No. PAL 2.0/US
Barcode 5055320022763

PALMA 1.5 kW DIGITAL  
(INCL. THERMOSTAT TER2)

Order-No. PAL 2.0/USDT
Barcode 5055320022787

Spraywater proof

Bimetal thermostat

32°F to 185 °F

1.5 kW heating output 

5120 BTU

Rugged construction

with steel housing

Keep Greenhouses

up to 120 sq ft frost free

2

Perfect for smaller greenhouses whe-
re space is at a prem ium, the power-
ful Palma features 1.5 kW (5.120 BTU) 
of heating power, and can circulate 
5756.3 cft. with temperature control-
led by a single, easy to use dial. If re-
quired, the Palma can also be used 
to maintain temperatures below 32°F, 
via the addition of the optional digi-
tal thermostat (Palma digital version 
only) – making it suitable for the culti-
vation of plants that sprout in the frost.  
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GREENHOUSE HEATERS AND EQUIPMENT

Whether it is heating, ventilation or co-
oling – the Thermo 2 by Bio Green is your 
perfect controller for all climate control 
in your greenhouse! In addition to 
working with your greenhouse heater,  
the Thermo 2 can also be configured to 
work with the heating cable in your pro-
pagator, and can also be used to cool 
your greenhouse, circulate the air, and 
control the actuators on your ridge ven-
tilation system. 

Precise, adaptable and dependable, it’s 
a fantastic way of keeping control of 
your greenhouse technology. Support 
reading with Centigrade or Fahrenheit 
unit.

Controls appliances

up to 1500W / 5200 BTU

Function 2 for thermostatic

heating in winter 

Function 1 for thermostatic

ventilation in summer

Spray waterproof

Temperature range

-58 to 108 °F

DIGITAL-SUMMER/WINTER 
THERMOSTAT THERMO 2

DIGITAL-THERMOSTAT THERMO 2

Measuring  
temperature range -58 to 108 °F

Power connection 110VAC ±10%,  
50/60Hz

Plug 3pin
Max. breaking capacity 1500W / 5200 BTU

Switching accuracy 13,0 A

Mode of operation Electrical

Sensor length: 4.9 ft.

Order-No. TER2/US

Barcode 5055320002017

2
It has two modes:

1. Summer: For thermostatically  
controlled fan mode

2. Winter: For thermostatically 
controlled heat mode
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Base attached  

with Velcro

Extra strong zipper

Provides protection  

against Frost, Harsh Weather, 

animals and pests

Easy to transport,  

quickly stored away

0.7 inch steel tubes

PLANT CULTIVATION AND GROWTH SUPPORT

MOBILE GREENHOUSE IGLOO
Dimensions (HxWxD) 6 x 4 x 4‘

Order-No. IGL

Barcode 5055320022039

REPLACEMENT COVER
Order-No. IGL C

Barcode 5055320014539

"Igloo" is the ideal solution: Simply 
overwinter your valuable potted plants 
outside! The tent is quickly assembled 
in the garden, on the balcony or the 
porch. The generous interior space of-
fers lots of room for big and small plants 
while the excellent insulation of walls 
and ground element means maximum 
protection from adverse weather condi-
tions and frost. The triple layer bubble 
wrap foil is light-transmissive. No more 
hassle moving plants from your garden, 
porch or balcony indoors, 

MOBILE IGLOO GREENHOUSE

Summer/Winter use Triple layer bubble foil

and the plants neither suffer from being 
relocated nor from changed lighting 
and air conditions. You can remove the 
ground element entirely. So you can use 
"Igloo" for the early growth of vegeta-
bles and salad, for example, tomatoes 
in the spring. The airspace and excel-
lent insulation produce an ideal climate 
for the cultivation of plants. Perfect for 
garden friends who do not own a green-
house yet. It is very robust and can be 
used again and again for many seasons. 
"Igloo" is a well-thought-out product 
and ready to use within half an hour.
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Shading

UV foil

Earth pegs

Zipper 
openings

Drawstrings

PLANT CULTIVATION AND GROWTH SUPPORT

The polytunnel "Super Dome" by Bio 
Green will protect the delicate young 
seedlings optimally similar to a cold 
frame or greenhouse from frost and also 
extreme heat, which in turn ensures a 
safer and more productive cultivation. 
The roof of the polytunnel comes with a 
shading material sewn into it, so that the 
young seedlings are protected against 
the midday sun and heat.Two side ope-
nings allow for ventilation and 

POLYTUNNEL SUPER DOME

Dimensions (LxWxH) 2.6 x 2.3 x 9.8‘

Order-No. SD300

Barcode 5055320024323

9.8 ft

2.3 ft

2.6 ft

Easy to use, easy to 

move and easy to store

Pre-assembled 

Provides protection  

against Frost, Harsh Weather, 

animals and pests

Shading material 

sewn into roof

Made from tough UV 

stabilized polyethylene

PREMIUM POLYTUNNEL 
SUPER DOME

3.9 inch

Bag included

1.6 ft

Overlay to protect from pests Stainless steel loops

easier plant care as well as watering. The 
ideal conditions inside the "Super Dome" 
will provide you with a headstart of at 
least 2 weeks in the growing season.
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WATERING SYSTEM 
     HYDRO CUP TM

Easy Fill Hydro Cup Watering Stakes help you water more ef-
fectively by providing water below the surface of the soil di-
rectly to the plant’s roots, supplementing your regular sche-
dule of watering. A sturdy root system makes for a healthy 
plant and a more bountiful harvest. 

The Hydro Cup top cup with liquid level indication is a terrific 
supplement to the Hydro Cup watering system. Using the cup, 
up to 84.5 oz (2.5 liters) of rain water can be collected. The 
cup’s cover prevents leaves and branches from falling into it. 

REPLACEMENT CUP FOR HYDRO CUP

Dimensions (L x W) Ø 6.7“ x 18.1“  

Order-No. HCP-T

Barcode 5055320024026

WATERING SYSTEM HYDRO CUP - 1 SET

Dimensions (L x W) Ø 6.7“ x 18.1“  

Order-No. HCP-S1

Barcode 5055320024033

WATERING SYSTEM HYDRO CUP - 4 SET

Dimensions (L x W) Ø 6.7“ x 18.1“ 

Order-No. HCP-S4

Barcode 5055320024187

Ideal for raised beds,  

greenhouses and gardens

Hydro Cup will water  

for approx. 10-15 days 

The practical solution 

for long weekends and short  

holidays

Treat your leafy treasures  

to a constant and  

even supply of water

            10

Greenhouses

Veg patch

Planters

NEW
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WATERING SYSTEMS

The Hydro Wine transforms your empty 
wine bottles into functional watering 
devices for all your potted plants! A 
great, innovative way to reuse your 
empty wine bottles, whilst adding style, 
character and a bit of humour tor pot-
ted plants, the Hydro Wine fits securely 
onto any wine bottle, and provides wa-
ter when your plants need it.

WATERING SYSTEM HYDRO WINE

Dimensions (L x W) 7.1" x 1.6"

Order-No. HW-4

Barcode 5055320016038

The practical solution 

for long weekends and short  

holidays

Wine bottle will water  

for approx. 7-10 days 

Uses a recycled wine bottle  

as a water reservoir  

(not included)

Treat your leafy treasures  

to a constant and  

even supply of water

WATERING SYSTEM 
        HYDRO WINE TM    THE ORIGINAL

BESTSELLER

NEW

            10
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See watering  
system on  

page 10
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RAISED GARDEN PLANTERS

ELEVATED PLANTER FREISING L

Dimensions (L x W x H) 24 x 12 x 31.5“

Order-No. MHF-L

Planter Depth 9“

Barcode 5055320022374

ELEVATED PLANTER 
FREISING XL 
 
These planters are always ornamental and 
beautiful, the flower bed and the legs are 
made of sturdy galvanized steel, which 
will never rust, powder coated in the ne-
west trendy colours. Assembly is simple 
with standard tools.

 ✔ Easy to assemble
 ✔ Comfortable working height 
 ✔ Drainage holes
 ✔ Strong, sturdy and stable design
 ✔ Quality anti-rust powder coated  

 galvanised steel

ELEVATED PLANTER FREISING XL

Dimensions (L x W x H) 40 x 12 x 31.5“

Order-No. MHF-XL

Planter Depth 9“

Barcode 5055320022381

FLOWERTROLLEY 
STEINFURT
 
Bio Green’s elegant new flower trolley made 
of galvanized & powder coated steel will never 
rust. The flower trolley is mobile & it becomes 
very easy to change the appearance of your 
garden or your balcony & the location for your 
favorite flowers. This is possible due to espe-
cially sturdy wheels & a steel handle bar. Suit-
able for herbs &/or decorative flowers - you 
wouldn’t want to be without this flower trolley 
ever again.

 ✔ Easy to assemble
 ✔ Comfortable working height 
 ✔ Two wheels with trolley handle for  

 easy relocation
 ✔ Quality anti-rust powder coated  

 galvanised steel

FLOWERTROLLEY STEINFURT

Dimensions (L x W x H) 31.5 x 21.65 x 21.65“

Order-No. MBW

Planter Depth 9“

Barcode 5055320022404

ELEVATED PLANTER 
FREISING L
 
Caring for your plants without straining 
yourself. Suitable for balconies, the patio 
or your garden. Raised flower beds and 
planters are not only decorative, but they 
are also very practical. Care for your herbs 
directly in your kitchen, keep your favouri-
te summer blooms in their preferred spot 
– with a raised flower planter everything 
becomes very easy and simple to do.

 ✔ Easy to assemble
 ✔ Comfortable working height 
 ✔ Drainage holes
 ✔ Strong, sturdy and stable design
 ✔ Quality anti-rust powder coated  

 galvanised steel
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RAINEXO®  STRONG, GREEN TARPAULIN 90 GSM

Order-No. Grade Dimension Barcode

RX-90-8x10-G 90 GSM 8.0    x 10.0‘ 5055320024866

RX-90-10x15-G 90 GSM 10.0  x 15.0‘ 5055320024781

RX-90-15x20-G 90 GSM 15.0  x 20.0‘ 5055320024804

RX-90-20x30-G 90 GSM 20.0  x 30.0‘ 5055320024828

RX-90-30x50-G 90 GSM 30.0  x 50.0‘ 5055320024842

RAINEXO®  STRONG TRANSLUSCENT TARPAULIN 90 GSM

Order-No. Grade Dimension Barcode

RX-90-8x10-T 90 GSM 8.0    x 10.0‘ 5055320024873

RX-90-10x15-T 90 GSM 10.0  x 15.0‘ 5055320024798

RX-90-15x20-T 90 GSM 15.0  x 20.0‘ 5055320024811

RX-90-20x30-T 90 GSM 20.0  x 30.0‘ 5055320024835

RX-90-30x50-T 90 GSM 30.0  x 50.0‘ 5055320024859

      RAINEXO® STRONG TARPAULINS
     TRANSLUSCENT 90 GSM

 ✔ REPAIRABLE

 ✔ 2-LAYER CROSS-LAMINATED 

 ✔ TEAR-RESISTANT

 ✔ 100  % FROSTPROOF

 ✔ 100  % UV-STABLE

 ✔ ULTRASONICALLY - WELDED EYES

 ✔ LASTS 5X LONGER  

 THAN WOVEN TARPAULINS

53
STRONG  90 
TARPAULIN

      RAINEXO® STRONG TARPAULINS
     GREEN 90 GSM

 ✔ REPAIRABLE

 ✔ 2-LAYER CROSS-LAMINATED

 ✔ TEAR-RESISTANT

 ✔ 100  % FROSTPROOF

 ✔ 100  % UV-STABLE

 ✔ ULTRASONICALLY - WELDED EYES

 ✔ LASTS 5X LONGER  

 THAN WOVEN TARPAULINS
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RAINEXO®  GREEN / BLUE TARPAULIN 150 GSM

Order-No. Grade Dimension Barcode

RX-150-8x10-GB 150 GSM 8.0   x 10.0‘ 5055320023371

RX-150-10x15-GB 150 GSM 10.0 x 15.0‘ 5055320023241

RX-150-15x20-GB 150 GSM 15.0 x 20.0‘ 5055320023395

RX-150-20x30-GB 150 GSM 20.0 x 30.0‘ 5055320023401

RX-150-30x50-GB 150 GSM 30.0 x 50.0‘ 5055320023272

RAINEXO®  TRANSLUSCENT  TARPAULIN 150 GSM

Order-No. Grade Dimension Barcode

RX-150-8x10-T 150 GSM 8.0   x 10.0‘ 5055320023418

RX-150-10x15-T 150 GSM 10.0 x 15.0‘ 5055320023296

RX-150-15x20-T 150 GSM 15.0  x 20.0‘ 5055320023425

RX-150-20x30-T 150 GSM 20.0  x 30.0‘ 5055320023319

RX-150-30x50-T 150 GSM 30.0  x 50.0‘ 5055320023449

55
HEAVY DUTY 150 
TARPAULIN

      RAINEXO® HEAVY DUTY TARPAULINS
     TRANSLUSCENT 150 GSM

 ✔ REPAIRABLE

 ✔ 3-LAYER CROSS-LAMINATED 

 ✔ TEAR-RESISTANT

 ✔ 100  % FROSTPROOF

 ✔ 100  % UV-STABLE

 ✔ ULTRASONICALLY - WELDED EYES

 ✔ LASTS 5X LONGER  

 THAN WOVEN TARPAULINS

      RAINEXO® HEAVY DUTY TARPAULINS
     GREEN / BLUE 150 GSM

 ✔ REPAIRABLE

 ✔ 2-LAYER CROSS-LAMINATED 

 ✔ TEAR-RESISTANT

 ✔ 100  % FROSTPROOF

 ✔ 100  % UV-STABLE

 ✔ ULTRASONICALLY - WELDED EYES

 ✔ LASTS 5X LONGER  

 THAN WOVEN TARPAULINS



We don’t take any responsibility concerning literal mistakes and 
eventual colour variations regarding the products pictured in the catalogue.
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Your Bio Green-Retailer:
Bio Green USA Inc.
2881 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
United States
Tel. 1-800-941-3169
info@biogreen-products.com

Bio Green GmbH & Co. KG
Marburger Straße 1b  
35649 Bischoffen-Oberweidbach
Germany

Take the hassle out of planting with the 
Super Seeder – an innovative machine 
that’s built for the swift sowing of all your 
vegetables that delivers consistent, 
even and straight rows, and provides 
plants with the space they need to 
thrive. 

With Super Seeder, things couldn’t be 
easier - simply fill the container, adjust 
the seeder for the necessary sowing 
depth, and roll it  along the string you 
put into your vegetable bed! 

SOWING MACHINE 
SUPER SEEDER

No tools needed to set

up or dismantle unit

Easy to change disks

Very simple to use

Provides plants the space

they need to thrive

Including 6 seed discs

for all vegetables

SUPER SEEDER SOWING MACHINE

Dimensions (L x W x H) 35,4 x 18 x 14‘’

Seed types all seed types

Order-No. BG-SS

Barcode 5055320010050

approx. 3‘

Office North America 

Office Europe


